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Abstract

Capillary Refill Time (CRT) assesses peripheral perfusion in resource-limited settings. However, the repeatability and repro-

ducibility of CRT measurements are limited for individuals with darker skin. This paper presents quantitative CRT mea-

surements demonstrating good performance and repeatability across all Fitzpatrick skin phototypes. The study involved 22

volunteers and utilized controlled compression at 7 kPa, an RGB video camera, and cocircular polarized white LED light.

CRT was determined by calculating the time constant of an exponential regression applied to the mean pixel intensity of the

green (G) channel. An adaptive algorithm identifies the optimal regression region for noise reduction, and flags inappropriate

readings. The results indicate that 80% of the CRT readings fell within a 20% range of the expected CRT value. The repetition

standard deviation was 17%. These findings suggest the potential for developing reliable and reproducible quantitative CRT

methods for robust measurements in patient triage, monitoring, and telehealth applications.
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Abstract. Capillary Refill Time (CRT) assesses peripheral perfusion in5

resource-limited settings. However, the repeatability and reproducibility of CRT6

measurements are limited for individuals with darker skin. This paper presents7

quantitative CRT measurements demonstrating good performance and repeata-8

bility across all Fitzpatrick skin phototypes. The study involved 22 volunteers9

and utilized controlled compression at 7 kPa, an RGB video camera, and cocir-10

cular polarized white LED light. CRT was determined by calculating the time11

constant of an exponential regression applied to the mean pixel intensity of the12

green (G) channel. An adaptive algorithm identifies the optimal regression re-13

gion for noise reduction, and flags inappropriate readings. The results indicate14

that 80% of the CRT readings fell within a 20% range of the expected CRT value.15

The repetition standard deviation was 17%. These findings suggest the potential16

for developing reliable and reproducible quantitative CRT methods for robust17

measurements in patient triage, monitoring, and telehealth applications.18
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1. Highlights20

• The method is robust, presenting similar performance and good repeatability for21

all Fitzpatrick phototypes.22

• The proposed method automatically flags most outliers and inadequate measure-23

ments.24

• The method uses low compression (7 kPa), benefiting people with sensitive skin.25

2. Introduction26

Capillary refill time (CRT) is one of the most widely acknowledged and used methods27

[1, 2] to estimate peripheral perfusion status [3, 4, 5], for quick assessment or in low-28

resource environments. CRT is defined as the time it takes for a distal capillary bed to29

regain its normal color after having received enough mechanical compression to cause30

blanching [6, 7] of the skin surface. Compression is typically applied by the finger of31

the person who measures, who uses a chronometer and their own visual assessment to32

measure the refill time [8, 9, 10]. CRT measurements sites in humans include the sternum33

[11], on the forearm [12], in the legs and feet [10, 13, 14], in the fingertips [15, 16], and34

the knees [17, 18]. When performed in ideal conditions by trained professionals, CRT35

has been used to diagnose septic shock [19], dehydration in children [3, 20, 21], and viral36

diseases, such as dengue [22], and, more recently, as a prognostic factor in patients with37

COVID-19 [23].38



Among CRT’s main advantages are simple equipment, high speed, and simplicity39

in training. Yet, the adoption of CRT is hampered by concerns about its inter- and intraob-40

server reproducibility, a lack of standardization for pressure and duration of compression41

[4, 7, 24, 25], the effect of external factors such as the lighting in the room [26] and the42

temperature of the limb and the environment [7, 13, 27], and the effect of skin color, par-43

ticularly dark skin, on CRT accuracy [6, 18, 28]. These limitations have called into ques-44

tion the applicability and usefulness of manual CRT measurements [7, 19, 29]. Attempts45

to improve the reliability and objectivity of CRT measurements include the proposal of a46

device that utilizes optical assessment of diffuse reflectance on the skin to calculate the47

CRT [12], a device comprising a compressible plastic optical fiber to measure CRT under48

the foot [14], and a video camera system for training personnel to perform traditional CRT49

measurements [30].50

Video-based CRT measurements [24, 31, 32, 33, 34] have been proposed due to51

the higher sensitivity and linearity of RGB cameras compared to the human eye. Cameras52

allow for the detection of subtle hues and intensity changes between the time of skin53

compression and its capillary refilling to the original state. While some studies simply54

visually analyze the CRT videos at a later time [34], others automate video processing55

[32]. Shinozaki et al. [24] acquire the RGB channels’ intensities during a fingertip test, fit56

an exponential decay between the instants of maximum compression and of 90% recovery57

and obtain CRT with success. We could not find studies in the literature addressing issues58

such as CRT uncertainties, reproducibility, reliability, and robustness with respect to skin59

phototypes. In addition, the literature lacks studies of CRT under controlled conditions.60

In the present paper, we show that CRT can be made robust and reliable, at least61

by using controlled compression, video processing, and polarized light. By robust, we62

mean insensitive to perturbations such as measurement repetitions and measurement re-63

productions with changes in skin phototypes. By reliable, we mean that inadequate or64

poor measurements are identified and flagged to be repeated. Our method is based on65

recording a video of a region of interest (ROI) after the release of the compression. It uses66

image processing and curve fitting to calculate the CRT, and cocircular polarizers between67

the light source and the camera to attenuate the light reflected on the outer surface of the68

skin. We tested our method on 22 volunteers, including all Fitzpatrick phototypes, under69

controlled conditions of temperature, lighting, and applied pressure.70

To distinguish our CRT method from other studies in the literature, we name it71

polarized CRT (pCRT). The polarized light is not essential but is known to increase ro-72

bustness in skin measurements. This terminology will be adopted for the remainder of the73

paper.74

3. Materials and methods75

3.1. Study subjects76

We chose to invite volunteers that represented all Fitzpatrick skin types, and aged above77

20 years. Twenty-two healthy volunteers (aged 20 to 70 years; 9 female), comprising78

all Fitzpatrick skin types (I–II; III-IV, and V-VI) chose to participate in this study after79

being detailed about the procedure (University of São Paulo Ethics Committee CAAE80

95342518.1.0000.5407, 3.046.098 FFCLRP).81
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3.2. Experimental protocol82

We have built a cylindrical compression device to produce skin blanching on the volun-83

teer’s forearm (Figure 1(a)). The cylindrical device (Aluminum) smoothly slid inside a84

hollow external acrylic cylindrical vest to gently rest on the volunteer’s forearm. To ther-85

mally insulate the metallic cylinder from the skin, it was capped with a circular Teflon cap86

(4 cm2) featuring rounded corners. The rounded corners’ radius were sufficient to prevent87

pressure marks in the skin.88

An LED light source (E27, TKL-90 model, 14 W, Taschibra Ltda, Brazil) was used89

to illuminate the forearm. As a precautionary measure for experimental reproducibility in90

this study, the light source was activated at least 15 minutes prior to each data acquisition91

to avoid potential warm-up transient effects.92

The video camera were recorded at 30 frames per seconds (HD Pro-C525,93

1280×720 pixels, video container: WMV, encoding: YUV12; Logitech S.A., Switzer-94

land) and the light source were attached to a fixture (Figure 1 (b)). The camera was95

focused on each subject’s region of interest (ROI) on the forearm, 9 cm from the wrist96

line. To block specular reflections [35, 36], cocircular detection [37] was used. Circular97

polarizers (λ/4 = 125 nm, 99.98% polarization efficiency, crossed transmission 0.5%, 3D98

Lens Corp., Taiwan ROC) were placed both in front of the light source and camera lens,99

with their quarter-wave plate sides facing the forearm (P1 and P2 in Figure 1 (b)).100

Figure 1. Experimental setup. a) Schematic illustration of the weight and arm
support, front view; (1) Standard aluminum cylindrical weight; (2) thermally insulating
Teflon cap (4cm2), that comes into contact with the subject’s skin; (3) Armrest (dense
polyurethane foam). b) Setup with a volunteer’s arm in actual measurement position;
(4) light source and (5) video camera, with cocircular polarizers (P1 and P2) installed.
c) Weight lowered on a volunteer’s forearm as viewed by the video acquisition camera.
The ROI is highlighted by the dotted circle. d) Blanching of the ROI after the release of
compression.
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The experiments were performed in a temperature-controlled room (20◦C – 22◦C)101

as suggested by Pickard et al. [7]. All videos were acquired in a dark room illuminated102

only by the circularly polarized light source. Before the start of the measurements, the103

volunteers remained seated for 10 minutes for acclimatization. The volunteers sat in a104

relaxed position on a height adjustable chair with their left arm positioned approximately105

at the heart level (Fig. 1 (b)). For each measurement, the camera started recording the ROI106

for 10 s before the weight was lowered on the subject’s left forearm, where it remained for107

5 s applying a pressure of 7 kPa, after which it was lifted for recording the capillary refill.108

The recording was stopped 20 s after the lifting of the weight, which is much longer than109

the capillary refill times. These pCRT readings were repeated five times for each subject,110

with a 1-minute rest between readings. The WMV video files were processed offline at a111

later time.112

3.3. Video analysis and pCRT calculation113

The placement and subsequent removal of the cylindrical weight from the skin surface114

result in a pronounced color alteration. The average intensities of the R, G, and B channels115

of the ROI pixels are calculated for each frame (Figure 2 (a)) and the G-channel (Fig. 2116

(a)) presents the best signal-to-noise ratio. We hypothesized that the behavior of the G-117

channel decay during CRT can be modeled by an exponential decay. However, a single-118

exponential decay model quickly fails after a few time constants: the decay time constant119

changes and/or intensities become noisy (see Figure 2(a)) and Figure 3). Thus, we have120

devised a multistep protocol to realize the exponential regression.121

Figure 2. Mean ROI pixel intensities during a pCRT experiment (for a volunteer of
phototype III-IV). a) Mean intensities of the R, G and B channels from the pixels inside
the ROI. The cylindrical weight blocking the camera during compression causes the
sharp drop in intensities observed between 14 s and 19 s. After the weight is lifted, the
G-channel displays a pronounced peak and a decay, which is highlighted in b) Behavior
of the G-channel after the compression is lifted. The decay is approximately exponential
but levels off after the cutoff time (tc); the inset shows the exponential regression only
up to tc, used to determine pCRT.

First, we identified a cutoff time tc, after which the exponential decay model sig-122

nificantly diverges from the observed curve. To find tc, we simultaneously fit a 6th-order123
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polynomial and a provisional exponential decay on the entire G channel intensity curve,124

after the release of the compression. The 6th-order polynomial is a compromise between125

accommodating up to three oscillations in the data, and still serving as a low-pass filter for126

the data. The point of maximum divergence between the polynomial and the provisional127

exponential identifies tc (Figure 2(b)) and Figure 3(a)). This procedure proved to be ro-128

bust for all our instances. Finally, pCRT is the time constant of yet another exponential129

decay function:130

I = Io exp

(
− t

pCRT

)
(1)

fitted to the original data within the interval between the position of the maximum value of131

the G-channel and tc (inset of Fig. 2(b)). A pCRT reading is obtained from the regression,132

where the 95% confidence interval (CI) is pCRT ± σ95%CI . This uncertainty is not the133

pCRT uncertainty, but the uncertainty in the regression in one reading. The actual pCRT134

uncertainty is larger than σ95%CI and can only be estimated by multiple readings of pCRT.135

In equation 1, the offsets in time and in intensity have been omitted for simplicity. Details136

can be found in code made available in the supplementary material online. The procedure137

described in this paragraph was applied to every acquired video.138

We analyzed all 110 videos files (5 for each of the 22 volunteers) with scripts we139

specially developed for pCRT determination. The scripts were implemented in Matlab140

version 2015a (MathWorks, MA, USA).141

Figure 3. Forearms of different phototypes immediately after removal of the 7 kPa
compression on the ROI (circle). a) Phototype I-II, b) Phototype III-IV and c) Phototype
V-VI. The corresponding G-channel mean ROI intensity decay and curve regressions
are shown below each volunteer image. Notice that curve behavior is not exponential
for times longer than tc.
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3.4. Statistics and repeatability test142

We adopted the relative uncertainty σ95%CI/pCRT , as the primary metric to assess the143

quality of each pCRT reading. The repeatability test of pCRT was evaluated by analyzing144

the distribution of five readings from each volunteer, from phototype groups, and for145

all subjects together. We also established a maximum acceptable value of the relative146

uncertainty for a single measurement, which we call the discard-and-repeat threshold,147

to flag and remove readings likely to be incorrect, while keeping plausible ones. The148

analysis of the results involved descriptive statistics to summarize the data, as well as149

ANCOVA to account for confounding variables.150

4. Results151

In healthy tissue, after the skin is bleached out by compression, the color returns rapidly as152

the blood refills the dermal capillaries. This color return is the foundation of the CRT test.153

Our pCRT method calculates capillary refill time by analyzing the ROI’s image intensity154

over time. As shown in Figure 2, the exponential decay of intensity characteristic of155

capillary refill is most clearly distinguishable in the G-channel. The higher signal-to-156

noise (SNR) ratio of the G-channel held for all our measurements, across all subjects.157

Thus, we chose to perform our analysis on the G-channel only.158

Table 1 summarizes pCRT results for each skin phototype group. Because the age159

distributions are different for the different phototypes, we performed an ANCOVA anal-160

ysis to compare the average pCRT values for the different phototypes controlled for the161

confounder age. We found the mean pCRT for the different phototypes, even after con-162

trolled for the confounder age, do not differ significantly (p-value = 0.1528 ANCOVA).163

We also confirmed that pCRT has a small but significant dependency on age (p-value =164

0.0013 ANCOVA) as already reported in the literature [1, 38]. Due to the limited number165

of volunteers (n = 22), further investigation into the relationship between CRT and age166

is beyond the scope of our study. Our main result is that the independence of pCRT on167

phototype suggests its robustness with respect to light absorption by the melanin.168

Differences in the mean pCRT might stem from differences in the age groups and169

respective standard deviations, but the small number of volunteers in each group pre-170

vents further interpretation. Additionally, individual t-tests were conducted to compare171

the pCRT values among the phototype groups. The results indicated no statistically signif-172

icant differences in pCRT between Phototypes I—II and Phototypes III—IV (p = 0.815),173

Phototypes I—II and Phototypes V—VI (p = 0.7693), or between Phototypes III—IV174

and Phototypes V—VI (p = 0.788). These findings suggest that there is no significant175

variation in pCRT across the different phototype groups.176

Figure 4 show histogram of all pCRT readings. In Figure 4(a) displays pCRT177

readings, with a mean of 3.9 s; Figure 4(b) displays the corresponding relative re-178

gression uncertainties σ95%CI/pCRT with a median 7.1%. One measurement, with179

σ95%CI/pCRT > 45%, was omitted.180

Figure5 displays the distribution of measurement uncertainties, providing a per-181

spective of the pCRT results for all three phototype subgroups studied. Most pCRT182

readings exhibit a relative regression uncertainty under 10%. Note, however, a promi-183

nent outlier with a relative regression uncertainty exceeding 45%, with a clearly incorrect184
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Table 1. Mean pCRT for different Fitzpatrick skin types. pCRT differences between
phototype groups were not statistically significant even after accounting for age as a
confounder (p = 0.1528, ANCOVA)

.

Groups pCRT±SD (s) Age±SD (yr.) Number of volunteers
Phototypes I—II 4.0 ± 0.7 27 ± 12 8

Phototypes III—IV 4.4 ± 1.3 46 ± 14 9
Phototypes V—VI 3.7 ± 1.7 44 ± 19 5

Figure 4. Descriptive statistics for all pCRT readings. a) The distribution of pCRT
results for all 110 data points (5 readings for each volunteer). The red line is a Gaus-
sian fit (mean =3.9; SD = 1.3). b) Frequency distribution of the coefficient of variation
σ95%CI/pCRT (median = 7.1%).

pCRT estimate. To improve the reliability of results, we decided to flag and discard such185

outliers (discard-and-repeat threshold), by discarding readings with a relative regression186

uncertainty σ95%CI/pCRT above 10%.187

Figure 6 shows the results of the repeatability test. The vertical axis of Figure 6(a)188

represents individual pCRT readings normalized by the mean value (⟨pCRT ⟩) obtained189

from the 5 readings for each individual. The horizontal axis used box-plots to compare190

σ95%CI/pCRT , for the whole set (110 readings) with data with suspected outliers have191

been discarded by the (σ95%CI/pCRT ) > 10% threshold (86 readings remaining). If192

repeatability were perfect, every reading would be identical to the average of the five193

readings: pCRT/⟨pCRT ⟩ = 1 for any pCRT reading. Consequently, the relative error194

δ = |(pCRT/⟨pCRT ⟩)− 1| would be zero for all pCRT readings. However, we observe195

variability in the readings. For our data, SDpCRT/⟨pCRT ⟩ = 30% before use of the discard196

threshold, and SDpCRT/⟨pCRT ⟩ = 17% after application of the discard threshold. Thus,197

pCRT presents a SD of less than 20%, as the combined physiological and measurement198

variability.199

Defining an acceptable reading as one that exhibits a lower than δ error relative200

to the average of five readings from an individual, the proportion of acceptable readings201

increases as the acceptable relative error δ increases (Figure 6(b)). By choosing a discard-202

and-repeat threshold of σ95%CI/pCRT > 10%, approximately 80% of the original 110203
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Figure 5. Distribution of pCRT readings for all phototype subgroups. All 110 read-
ings are shown (5 for each of the 22 subjects). The error bars represent σ95%CI . The
arrow highlights a point with abnormally high regression uncertainty, which indicates
an erroneous measurement. The gray box in the inset shows the region with relative
regression uncertainty below 10%, which is our reading’s discard-threshold. Note that
all phototypes are approximately equally represented and evenly distributed inside the
gray box.

readings remained. Among these retained readings, approximately 80% fell within the204

range of ⟨pCRTi⟩±20%, where ⟨pCRTi⟩ represents the average pCRT for the i-th subject205

(highlighted in gray in Figure 6(b)). If precision is relaxed to δ > 35%, approximately206

95% of the non-discarded pCRT readings are acceptable (Figure 6(b)). The curve in207

Figure 6(b) is well-fitted by a logistic function (R2 = 0.995), indicating that the relative208

error distribution remains largely Gaussian even after applying the discard threshold. A209

more stringent discard-and-repeat reading threshold (σ95%CI/pCRT criterion) would flag210

and reject a greater number of pCRT readings. On the other hand, the proportion of211

acceptable readings for a given δ would increase, leading to a steeper rise of the curve212

illustrated in Figure 6(b).213

5. Discussion214

We have shown that capillary refill time can be measured repeatably and robustly, with low215

pressure applied to the skin. For that end, we used controlled pressure, cocircular polar-216

ized light imaging, and image processing. The use of cocircular polarizers[37] attenuates217

the reflection component of light captured by the digital camera, enabling visualization218

of deeper regions of the skin [39, 40]. Our system produced successful measurements219

in subjects with dark skin (phototypes V and VI), which are a challenge for visual CRT220
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Figure 6. Repeatability analysis. a) The vertical axis represents the ratio between
each pCRT reading and the mean of 5 repetitions ⟨pCRT ⟩. The box plots compare all
readings (black diamonds, 110 points, SDpCRT/⟨pCRT ⟩ = 0.30), with readings remain-
ing after application of a 10% discard-and-repeat threshold (red diamonds, 86 points
SDpCRT/⟨pCRT ⟩ = 0.17). b) Fraction of acceptable readings as a function of the relative
error δ (difference between a given measurement and the average of the 5 readings).
The grayed out box illustrates a maximum acceptable error of δ = 20%, when the frac-
tion of acceptable readings is 78%. The red line shows a logistic fit (R2 = 0.995).

measuring methods [28, 41, 42], and has not been demonstrated by other studies. We are221

not aware of earlier studies that have successfully performed the CRT test in volunteers222

of all skin phototypes (Table 1).223

For all volunteers studied, the G-channel average intensity presented an approx-224

imately exponential decay with good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to the other225

channels. While the R-channel exhibited negligible CRT signal for all phototypes (Fig-226

ure 2a is typical), The B channel displayed a clear pCRT signal for individuals with low227

melanin skin tones (Figure 2a, for example). However, for phototypes V-VI, the B chan-228

nel either showed no pCRT signal or had poor SNR due to increased melanin absorption.229

In contrast, the G-channel consistently enabled pCRT readings with a good SNR regard-230

less of the phototype. This can be attributed to a tradeoff between light absorption and231

scattering by the skin (which varies based on melanin levels) and light absorption by232

hemoglobin[43].233

We developed a flagging recipe to discard-and-repeat most poor readings. Thus,234

the chance of an erroneous reading is reduced at the cost of increasing the fraction of235

rejected readings. On observing the data, we chose readings with relative regression236

uncertainty lower than of 10% to be “acceptable readings”. Notice that the regression237

uncertainty pertains only to the regression method and is not the same thing as an uncer-238

tainty or error in the pCRT reading. Out of the acceptable readings, 80% (CI 95%) had a239

relative error (δ) lower than 0.2⟨pCRT ⟩ (Figure6b).240

The combined variability due to physiology and measurement method gives a SD241
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= 30% without discarding readings, and SD = 17% when readings with relative regression242

uncertainty higher than 10% are discarded (Figure 6a). Averaging two or more readings243

can further decrease the fraction of readings with low relative error δ. In practice, a244

compromise must be made among discarding and repeating readings, and risking a high245

relative error result.246

The use of an exponential regression with a cutoff time contributes to the repro-247

ducibility of the pCRT results. After the end of the steep decay region of the curve, in248

some individuals the curve becomes noisy and in other individuals the exponential time249

constant may change (Figure3, graphs below the images). We believe that these changes250

are caused by mechanical changes in elasticity of the skin, and by different time dynamics251

of subjacent fat and muscle, which also depend on the state of hydration of the tissue[44].252

To stabilize the exponential regression, we established a cutoff time to limit the expo-253

nential fit to the region of steep fall of the curve, as detailed in section 3.3. The cutoff254

strategy improves the quality of the exponential regressions and the repeatability of the255

readings. Except for the cutoff strategy, our regression method follows approximately the256

one proposed by Shinozaki et al.[31] that calculates CRT fitting and exponential decay to257

the grayscale video signal. They use a cutoff between 90% and 10% of the decay curve258

and do not take advantage of regression uncertainties.259

Though pCRT relates to the same physiological parameters as CRT and yields260

values similar to the visual CRT measurement method [7, 45], they differ in values. The261

values for pCRT are larger than for visual CRT. The difference may be due to the lower262

pressure we apply (7 kPa) compared to conventional CRT [12, 31, 46, 47] and/or to the263

improved visibility of blood perfusion in the skin provided by cocircular polarized imag-264

ing. The compression applied to induce whitening of the ROI is one of the many factors265

known to influence the CRT [27, 48]. Ordinarily, these compressions are subjective and266

are typically applied with the examiner’s fingertip. Different researchers have proposed267

different compressions. For example, Kawaguchi et al. propose a pressure of 10 kPa - 70268

kPa applied with the fingertip for 2 seconds as optimal [46]. Other studies have proposed269

17 kPa [12, 47], and 60 kPa [31]. We have adopted throughout this study the lowest pres-270

sure yet, 7 kPa, which is low enough not to induce any pain in the forearm. With this271

low pressure, we demonstrated repeatability. In another study to be published elsewhere,272

we noticed that application of high pressure in the forearm (23 kPa) increased noise, de-273

creased fit quality, and repeatability. Our success with using low pressure (7 kPa) may274

be attributed not only to the higher sensitivity of digital cameras but also to the use of275

cocircular polarizers, which improves SNR by attenuating the component due to reflec-276

tion on the skin surface [36, 39, 40]. We believe that with adequate image processing and277

illumination aimed to avoid reflections, the polarizers may be unnecessary.278

We chose to assess CRT on the forearm instead of the fingertip for two main279

reasons. First, given the primary objective of our study, which focused on investigating the280

robustness of the technique, we recognized that the fingertip, due to its high susceptibility281

to peripheral temperature changes, could introduce additional variability into the results282

[27, 24]. The forearm provides a more stable baseline for our measurements. Second,283

by incorporating forearm assessments, we aimed to expand the existing body of literature284

on CRT studies, thereby advancing the overall understanding and practical application of285

this technique.286
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Limitations of this study include the utilization of data from a healthy group aged287

20–70 years, thereby minimizing the confounding effects of disorders or diseases on288

the obtained results. However, as demonstrated by several previous studies, it is well-289

established that depending on the specific disease, pCRT values would deviate from the290

values found in a healthy control group [23, 33, 22, 49]. Another potential limitation291

involves the potential interference of the cardiovascular and parasympathetic systems in292

the volunteers during the five CRT readings.Volunteers may have found the experiment293

to be stressful or at least initially uncomfortable due in part to the cold, unlit environ-294

ment, unfamiliar equipment, and the requirement to stay still during most of the process.295

This situation may have caused the activation of the sympathetic nervous system of some296

volunteers during data acquisition, which induces a change in the heart rate (HR) [1, 50].297

Heart rate and temperature are factors known to influence CRT [51], this may have caused298

intra-participant pCRT variation along the 5 readings. Other limitations of this study are299

the lack of skin temperature measurement, and the relatively small number of volunteers300

did not allow further investigations on pCRT dependence with multiple variables.301

The robustness of different phototypes and a good repeatability of pCRT opens up302

the possibility for health condition status tracking and physiological monitoring studies303

where the conventional CRT method has proved unreliable. Among possibilities that304

remain to be studied are the relationship between pCRT and temperature, heart rate, blood305

pressure, or with the autonomic nervous system.306

6. Conclusion307

We have demonstrated that CRT can be made robust, independent of the observer and skin308

color, and can be performed at low compression using simple equipment. These findings309

hold promise for further research in a clinical setting and quantitative CRT. Further ad-310

vancements of the method have the potential to reliably assess an individual’s capillary311

refill time over time, facilitating effective tracking of health conditions.312
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